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CERTEK Can Help In Times of Crisis

With the recent discovery and potential pandemic of the deadly Novel
Coronavirus, it is more important than ever that our health professionals,
scientists, and researchers have access to safe, affordable, and reliable
laboratories and facilities in which to perform the testing necessary to
determining causes, treatment, and the best way to contain this and
other emergent biological threats. Click here to find out how CERTEK
laboratories, products, and services can assist in your important
research and diagnostic needs.

ReadyPOD Mobile Laboratories�������

SafePOD Laboratories 

Modular Laboratories

Our ReadyPOD, SafePOD and Modular Laboratory solutions provide a
safe, transportable and even a permanent location for your skilled
scientists and researchers to perform the necessary tasks needed in a
containment environment. These laboratories fit all levels of BSL-1,
BSL-2 and BSL-3 bio-containment and can be fully customized to fit
your needs. With the ease of placement and quickness of the set
up; adaptability to any climate; and multiple equipment options;
CERTEK Laboratories are an ideal option for anyone. For more
information about our Laboratories, click here.
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HAZguard Glovebox

The HAZguard Class III Compact Glovebox is designed to allow
handling and examination of biological and chemical materials without
the risk of contaminating your facility or contracting pathogens. This
product can help scientists and researchers with their work
from threats like the Novel Coronavirus by allowing for the handling
and detailed examination of such substances without the potential
dangers associated with handling serious viruses and diseases. Visit
our website to find out more.
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